
fight
letters

This exhibition gathers the 
life testimonies of 26 people, 
women and non-binary. Each 
of them chose an object they 
owned and that was meaningful 
to their experience on Earth.

26 items, each corresponding 
to a letter of the alphabet. 26 
short anecdotes about living 
in a world ruled by patriarchy.

Most of the stories collected 
are tragic, as we could expect 
from the society we live in.
They involve hate-speech, fear, 
racism, pain, transphobia, lo-
neliness, death. And others. 

But they are great reminders 
of the long road ahead. They 
are fight letters. And fight, we 
intend to. Join us.

virtual exhibition from May 4th
with the curation of 26 objects

trigger warning: patriarchy

EN

this leaflet was designed by Lili Fourmestraux,
who happens to be the curator of this exhibition



map of theexhibition
from A to Z

Birth control
«  I had two abortions before 
birth control became a thing. 
I didn’t want to be a mother. 
It was painful, but I survived. 
Some of my friends didn’t. The 
pill felt like a blessing. Litt-
le did we know we were still not 
in control of our bodies, with 
all the crap they put in it. »

Barbara, 77

Dolls
« I think I discovered I was a 
lesbian as I was making my dolls 
scissor. I was seven, or eight 
maybe. My parents had no idea. I 
think my grandma knew. She never 
bought me a Ken. »

Astrid, 34
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Artwork
« I discovered this painting by 
Magritte quite recently. It says 
‘human body’. It really reso-
nates with my experience as a 
non-binary person. Now it’s hung 
next to my bed, and it gives me 
the strength to be who I am every 
morning. »

Eli, 21

Cream
« I put lotion three times a day. 
I’ve been working with chemicals 
for over 40 years. The bad ones, 
with the skull and the fire logo 
on it. As a cleaner, not as a 
scientist. My hands are dryer 
than all the deserts I’ve heard 
of, and my skin is shattering 
everyday a bit more. »

Samira, 58



Id pictures
« I carry these with me all the 
time. They are pictures of my 
mom and sisters. My step-dad was 
violent. She went to the police, 
the face bruised, at least three 
times. No one would take her com-
plaint. He said he would change. 
But he killed them instead. »

Leila, 26

Journal
«  I never got to go to school. 
Girls weren’t allowed. I learnt 
to read with the newspapers. My 
older brother would help me. »

Astur, 36

Keys
 «  At the mall a white woman 
once keyed my car with the word 
« isis » because i was wearing a 
hijab. I stayed home for a mon-
th, too scared it would happen 
again. »

Hania, 45

Leotard
«  I started classical dance at 
the age of 5, with the dream 
of becoming a ballerina. I was 
hard-working and passionate. But 
I also didn’t look like the other 
girls. I was fat, and advised 
by the teacher to find another 
hobby. I didn’t. »

Aimee, 22

Football
« As a kid, I would always want 
to play football with the boys 
but my mom wouldn’t allow me. She 
was scared I’d stain my dress, 
or wrench my ankle. I practiced 
in secret for years. Then became 
a professional player. She died 
before I win my first game. »

Joanna, 23

Hard disk
«  This hard-disk is filled with 
videos of me being abused as a 
kid. I’ve been meaning to des-
troy it for years, but for what? 
They’re everywhere on the web. 
People are making profit out of 
it. I’ve reported them several 
times. They always end up posted 
elsewhere, and get millions of 
views. »

Victoire, 19

Earrings
«  One of my first client ripped 
these from my ears while we were 
having sex. I was bleeding and 
I asked for us to stop, but he 
said he wasn’t done yet. It left 
a scar on my lobe, and cum stains 
on my sheets. »

Leila, 27

Gloves
« I had to go through a sham mar-
riage to be able to stay in the 
US. The man was 20 years older 
than me. I wore gloves to the 
ceremony, so I wouldn’t have to 
touch his hands. He put them on 
my waist and butt instead, but 
refused to make eye-contact. »

Silvia, 41



music player
« Growing up, I had a lot of an-
ger in me. But I didn’t want to 
strengthen the angry black women 
stereotype that I’d see in the 
medias or in the movies. Music 
helped a lot. Punk, especially. »

Lanelle, 29

Note
«  This is a message my mother 
wrote me while I was transitio-
ning. The back says « I’ve always 
wanted to have a daughter ». Yet, 
up to this day, she still calls 
me by my dead name and misgen-
ders me in every occasion.  She 
says she’s grieving. But I’m not 
dead. »

Alexie, 25

oil
« I’ve suffered from endometrio-
sis for years before being dia-
gnosed. After endless doctors 
appointments and medical tests, 
there is still no treatment that 
soothes the pain I suffer during 
my period. I’ve settled for CBD 
oil instead. »

Helen, 42

plushy
« My son and I were separated at 
the border. He insisted on giving 
me his plushy. I haven’t seen him 
in months and I hold this weird 
bunny at night thinking of being 
able to cuddle him again. »

Ronda, 53

queen
« As a girl I was raised in the 
prospect of heterosexuality. 
Finding a man. Pleasuring him. 
Getting married. Buying a house. 
Having children. ‘What’s a queen 
without a king?’, would repeat 
my aunt all the time. Turns out 
I’m asexual, and I don’t need a 
partner to be happy. »

Sophie, 44

ring
Iliz, 30

slate
«  I’ve always been a good stu-
dent. I loved sciences as a kid. 
I was planning to be a doctor, but 
my husband decided I should stay 
at home to care of the children. 
I am proud to be a mother, but 
this does not fulfill my life as 
I wish it would. I’m thinking of 
starting a late career. I may 
have to get a divorce first. »

Elisabeth, 47

tampon
«  I lost a leg to a toxic choc 
syndrome caused by the use of a 
tampon. I’m lucky I survived. So 
far, there hasn’t been any change 
in tampon composition or legis-
lation. »

Jiao, 34

umbrella
«  After being followed home a 
couple of days in a row by a 
stranger, I confronted him. He 
started to be aggressive but I 
kicked him in the balls with my 
umbrella and ran. Never saw him 
again. »

« In times of great precarious-
ness, I had to sell all the 
jewelry that was part of my tra-
ditional outfit and cultural he-
ritage. I only kept my mother’s 
wedding ring, even though I’m 
not planning to get married. »

Zélie, 16



vibrator
 «  I started exploring my own 
body from a really early age, and 
with that came a lot of shame. 
But growing up, I realized mas-
turbation helped me embrace my-
self and gave me confidence. I took 
control over the sexualization of 
my curves and stopped hiding. »

Cloe, 22

xanax
«  I’ve suffered from depression 
for quite a while now. Doctors 
would justify my symptoms by the 
fact I was autistic and refuse 
to treat me. Now that I’m finally 
taking medicine, I realised they 
stole years of happiness from me, 
and I’m really angry. »

Cosima, 20

watercolour
« This is my great grandmother’s 
watercolour. She used to paint a 
lot. But all her creations were 
sold under her husband’s name and 
she never got any money for it. »

Liz, 43

yoga mat
«  Following my sexual as-
sault, I started having a lot 
of anxiety and panic attacks. 
I would see him everywhere and 
get paralyzed. Meditation and 
spirituality really helped me 
go through this rough time 
both mentally and physically. »

Anouk, 49

« I got out of a toxic relationship 
thanks to a Zoom conversation. My 
husband came home not knowing the 
camera was on and hit me, as he would 
usually do. My sister witnessed 
it all and called the police. He 
didn’t get prosecuted but I finally 
found the courage to leave him. »

zoom
Sarah, 31
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